
 

 

ICE London is the conduit to international 
gaming, states global identity verification 

expert Trulioo 
 

The position of ICE London as the entry point to the international gaming market has been cemented by leading 
identity and business verification provider Trulioo, as the company prepares to showcase its powerful 
GlobalGateway platform at the 2020 edition of the exhibition, which takes place from 4-6 February at ExCeL 
London, UK. 
  
The GlobalGateway platform enables gaming operators to instantly verify the age and identity of players online 
from more than 100 countries and complies with both domestic and cross-border regulatory requirements such 
as Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Know Your Customer (KYC).  GlobalGateway will take centre stage at the 
Trulioo ICE London showcase, bolstering the brand’s burgeoning reputation within the international gaming 
community.  "Trulioo currently provides identity verification services to numerous gaming operators around the 
world,” explained Kim Hong, SVP of marketing at Trulioo.  "We've received quite a bit of interest from gaming 
operators in Europe and beyond in the last 12 months, and we realise how important it is to be at ICE London to 
meet with customers and industry leaders and learn more about the challenges faced by the gaming industry. 
  
"The gaming sector is characterised by the deep and long-lasting relationships that people forge within the 
industry, and events such as ICE London are a key part of this.  For all of the change and innovation that we 
have witnessed over recent years, this remains a sector that is built on trust and friendships between people. 
We’re really looking forward to catching up with old friends and colleagues and meeting new people at the same 
time.” 
  



Like many other industries, the gaming sector has experienced a huge shift toward digital over recent 
years.  Trulioo provides instant electronic identity and business verification coverage worldwide, providing 
security and speed as gaming operators look to take advantage of the convenience and choice that digital 
products and services can provide.  Commenting on their focus on simplicity and safety in terms of the gaming 
industry, Hong continued: “Our primary objective at ICE London is to present Trulioo as the identity verification 
industry leader that we are.  For gaming operators that want to expand their operations, we simplify their 
compliance and fraud prevention processes.  While Trulioo may be relative newcomers to the gaming scene in 
Europe, we believe we have a powerful and effective identity verification solution that can compete and win 
against some of the more established or incumbent providers.  We offer an unmatched marketplace for identity 
data and services — wherever a player is from, we can verify and authenticate them online.  That means 
improved player acquisition, fraud prevention and user experience all through one API and one contract.” 
  
Hong concluded: "While operators look to innovation to drive growth and market share in this online 
environment, they must ensure that they are able to protect their customers and themselves.  It’s therefore vital 
that they can verify the identity and age of people wanting to use their online services, just as they would do at a 
casino.  Therefore, our objective at ICE London is to meet and demo our solution to as many people within the 
industry as possible, particularly senior risk and compliance directors within operators.  We want to give 
operators the chance to test our solution and get an understanding of the operational efficiencies it can drive 
across multiple business units.” 
  
Trulioo will be demonstrating the benefits of instant global identity verification through its 
GlobalGateway platform at Booth N9-315 at ExCeL London, UK.  To Step, Leap, Dive and Look 'Into The 
Future' alongside 600+ solutions experts and 35,000+ gaming professionals for three days of business 
development, learning and celebrating the international gaming community, 
visit www.icelondon.uk.com 

 

http://www.icelondon.uk.com/

